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Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to analyse the category of Boolean algebras in the topos 
of sheaves on a given locale 9, with particular interest in the locale F(B) of filters 
of a boolean algebra B in this topos. 
The approach we adopt here is essentially a categorical one, in this sense that F(B) 
is the locale (= set) of filters of B and not the object of the topos which describes 
the locale of filters in the internal logic of the topos. This choice is justified by the 
existence of many interesting properties of this external locale which are not at all 
inherited by the internal one. The internal locale of filters will be studied in a 
subsequent paper. 
Our definitions of prime or maximal element in the locale 5(B) are thus the 
classical ones and not that deduced from the internal logic of the topos. We prove 
several interesting equivalences between the validity of a property for F(B) and its 
validity for the original locale 9; for example: existence of prime or maximal 
elements, spatialness, coherentness, and so on. These equivalences are not at all 
valid when working with the internal locale of filters. In order to prove these 
equivalences, we give a characterization of prime and maximal filters. 
In the last section, we apply our results to prove a version of the Stone embedding 
theorem in a spatial topos. This problem has been widely studied with different 
techniques, by Banaschewski and Bhutani, in a recent paper (cf. [l]). 
Let us finally notice that, when this is possible at low extra cost, we prove our 
theorems in the case of distributive lattices. 
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0. Preliminaries 
In the following, .9 will be an arbitrary locale [5] and Sh(Y) will be the topos of 
sheaves of sets on 9. If u, u EL?, U<U, I/E Sh(9) and XE V(U), we write xIU to 
denote the image of x in V(U), under the map V(o I u). 
For any V, V’ in Sh(L??), the set of natural transformations between V and I/’ is 
denoted by Nat(V, V’); while, for any I/ in Sh(9) and u E 9, the symbol ‘lU is used 
for the sheaf I/ restricted to the sublocale lu = {u 1 o E 9, o 5 u}. If I/ is a subsheaf 
of I/‘, we write ~1” : I/‘-+ 12 for the associated characteristic map defined by 
Given a presheaf W, the sheaf reflection I/ (see [3]) is usually denoted by V* w. 
It is known that a distributive lattice D (Boolean algebra B) in Sh(g) is a sheaf 
of distributive lattices (Boolean algebras) (see [2]); in this case we use the symbols 
1 and 0 for the top and the bottom element, respectively, of D(U) (B(u)), the symbol 
BooSh(9) for the category of Boolean algebras and Boolean homomorphisms in 
Sh(g), and the symbol Bool(B, B’) for the set Horn aooShC&& B’). Finally we recall 
that the initial Boolean algebra 2 E BooSh(9) is defined by 
2(u) = {u ) u E 9, u 5 u, u complemented element of lu} 
(see VI>. 
All the material we need, concerning algebraic structures in a localic topos, can 
be found in [2]. 
1. Filters of a distributive lattice 
If D is a distributive lattice, by a D-filter F, we mean a subsheaf F of D such that, 
for any ZJ E 9, F(u) c D(u) is a D(u)-filter. 
Definition 1.1. For any distributive lattice D, we denote by IF(D) the external ocale 
of D-filters, 5(D) = {F 1 F is a D-filter}. 
Definition 1.2. For any distributive lattice D, we denote by s(D) E Sh(9) the inter- 
nal locale of D-filters defined by (~(D))(U) = 1F(D (u). 
Proposition 1.3. There is an isomorphism !P of locales between [F(2) and 9. 
Proof. For any distributive lattice D, for any u E 9? and for any x E D(u), we define 
the principal filter (x,) generated by x at the level u, by 
(x,)(u) * ! T(“l,) if u5u, 11) if uSz.4, 
where t(XI,)= {Y 1 Y ED(u),Y~~I~). 
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Let Y: 9 + [F(2) be defined by Y(u) = (0,). Y is injective by definition. In order 
to prove that Y is surjective, we first show that for any XE~(U), (x,)=(0,\,) 
(where u \x denotes the complement of x in u). If we consider the covering 
u =xv (U \x), it is easy to verify that XE (O,,,)(U), so (x,) c <O,,,>; the converse 
is obvious. Then, for any FE E(2), since 
we get 
v (O,,) = (Ov .,>, 
icl dE1 
F= v 0,) = v (O,\,) = (0 v .\x>. 
ueg UE9 USP 
XCF(U) XCF(U) X E P(U) 
so Y is surjective. 
Further, IO,, ,, U2 ) = (O,,) A (O,,), then Y is an isomorphism. 0 
Definition 1.4. FE IF(D) is proper if F+ D. 
By the definition, it follows that F is proper if F(1) 5 D(l), thus, if a, 5 1 where 
aF = CC(O). 
Definition 1.5. FE [F(D) is prime if F is a prime element of [F(D) (i.e. F#D and 
F,AF,cF~ F,cFor F2cF). 
Definition 1.6. FE IF(D) is maximal if F is a maximal element of IF(D) \ {D). 
Trivially, ‘maximal’ implies ‘prime’. 
Proposition 1.7. For any Boolean algebra B and FE LF(B), the following hold: 
(a) F is prime iff 
(i) a, is a prime element of L?; 
(ii) F(u) C B(u) is prime in B(u), for any u S aF. 
(b) F is maximal iff 
(i) aF is a maximal element of 9; 
(ii) F(u) C_ B(u) is maximal in B(u), for any uSa,. 
Proof. (a) F prime a (i) and (ii). 
(i) If F is prime, then AF# 1. Suppose u1 A u25 aF; consider the following 
presheaves: 
q(u) = (I B(U) if UIUj, F(U) if USUj, forj= 1,2 
and let c&Q. 
Since V;AV~=F, qAr2=F, hence GcFor &CFaand so UrsaFor u25aF. 
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(ii) Let ug:aFand let xVy~F(u), x,y~B(u). Since (x,>A(yU>~F, (x,)CFor 
(yU) GF;, so xEF(u) or y~F(u). 
Conversely, (i) and (ii) * F prime. 
Let F, A F2 c F and F, 4f F, F29 F; then there exist u, v E 5!?, Z E B(u) and Z’E B(v) 
such that ZeF,(u)\F(u) and Z’EF,(V)\F(V). So ufa,, vsaF, and by (ii), 
lZeF(u), TZ’EF(V). By(i), uAvz~a,so, ~Z~u,,u~F(u~v) implies that ZI,,,,q 
F(UAV) and TZ’I~,,~EF(UAV) implies that Z’/U~,r$F(uAv). Then, by condition 
(ii), Z~u,,u~Z’~,,,,~F(u~v). Since ZIUI,,~Fi(~~~) and Z’I,,,,EF~(UAV), 
Zl UAlV’l u ,, u E (FI A F&u A v) c F(u A v), which yields a contradiction. 
(b) F maximal = (i) and (ii). 
(i) Suppose a,~ v # 1 and define the following presheaf: 
V(u) = il B(u) if U~V, F(u) if u f v. 
If p+ V, then P1 F and, since P is proper (in fact ap= v), P= F, so v = ap = a,. 
(ii) Trivial, since prime filter = maximal filter, for any Boolean algebra. 
Conversely, (i) and (ii) j F maximal. 
Suppose Fc%!$B. SinCe aFIa,#l, we have by(i), aF=a@ If us:aF, F(u)c 
%Y(u)CfB(u), so by (ii), F(u) = @Y(u). 0 
Remark 1.8. For a distributive lattice D, the previous theorem is generally not true. 
The following counterexample shows that, in this context, + prime and F(u) prime 
do not imply F prime. 
Choose 1 
9=v W 
UAW 
Define 
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and F= (l/2,,, ). Then, a,=O, with 0 prime in 9, and F(u) CD(U) is a prime 
D(u)-filter for any u, u#O. If F,=(1/2,), Fz=(1/2,), then F,r\F,cF, but F,$LF, 
F,gF, so F is not prime. 
Proposition 1.7 remains true for any distributive lattice D, under suitable proper- 
ties of the locale 9. In fact we have: 
Proposition 1.9. If 2? is Boolean, then, for any distributive lattice D, and FE E(D), 
the following holds: 
(a) F is prime iff 
(i) a, is a prime element of 9; 
(ii) F(u) CD(u) iS prime in D(u), for any u faF. 
(b) F is maximal iff 
(i) aF is a maximal element of &!?z?; 
(ii) F(u) c D(u) is maximal in D(u), for any u faF. 
Proof. (a) The only thing to prove is that (i) and (ii) imply F prime. Let F, A F2 C F 
and F, sLF, F,gF; then there exist u, u E 9, ZE D(u) and Z’E D(o) such that 
z~F,(u)\F(u) and z’~F~(u)\F(u). 
First, we will prove that Z1uA,eF(uAu) and Z’\,,,,$F(u/\u). We only prove 
the first statement, the second works similarly. Since (u\(u A u)) A (u A u) = 0, we 
have, by (i), U\(UAU)laF, since u/\U%aF, and so ZI,,(,,,)EF(~\(UAU)). If 
Zl ,,,,“EF(uAu), then ZeF(u), for (u\(uA u))V(uA u)=u, which is a contra- 
diction. 
Now, by (ii), Z/u,,v~Z’IU,,,@F(uA~), but ZI.,,~Z’~.,,E(F,AF~)(UAU)C 
F(u A u); a contradiction. 
(b) We must prove that Fmaximal implies (i) and (ii). The converse works exactly 
as in Proposition 1.7(b). 
(i) F is prime, being maximal in [F(D); so, by (a), aF is prime in 9. But g is 
Boolean, so aF is maximal in 9. 
(ii) Suppose u $ aF and take an arbitrary y E D(u) \ F(u). We define the D-filter 
generated by F and y as 
(F, Y,>(U) * 
i- 
(F(u),~~,) if UIU, 
F(u) if ~352.4, 
where (F(u),~~,) is the D(u)-filter generated by F(u) and ‘1”. (F, y,> =D, for 
(F, y,) ZF and F is maximal; so there is a covering u = VkeK uk, such that 
(F(uk),ylU,> =D(uk) for any k. Take now an arbitrary uk such that uE$aF; then 
u\uE<aF, so O~F(u\uk). Since (F(~k),~l~~)=D(u~), there is an element ZEE 
F(q) such that 0= ZE~y(Uk; so we can find an element ZE F(u) such that 
ZIUk=Zz and Zl,,,, 
yl 
=O. Then, (zAY)I~~=Z~A~I~,=O, and (ZAY),,.,=ZI~,~~A 
u, uF = 0; therefore Z A y = 0, so F(u) is a maximal D(u)-filter. 0 
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It is easy to see that in general, the classical properties of filters do not remain 
true in F(D); in fact their validity is strongly related to suitable properties of the 
locale 9. 
Consider the following properties 9 of an arbitrary locale ,Ice, where pt ,% 
denotes the topological space of prime elements of .X’ (see [5]): 
- pa: Vx E .X, xf 1, there exists p, p E 2, p prime, with xsp. 
- &,: VXEYZ’, x#l, there exists m, rnE_2, m maximal, with xlm. 
- YC: Y? is spatial (see [5]). 
- pd: pt ;Ye is Hausdorff. 
- ge: In ;fe, prime elements are maximal. 
- 9’: A? is coherent (see [5]). 
Theorem 2.1. For 9’=g0, 9$,, PC or .9’, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) 9 satisfies 9. 
(2) ff(D) satisfies 9, for any distributive lattice D. 
(3) [F(B) satisfies 9, for any Boolean algebra B. 
(4) [F(2) satisfies 9. 
To prove the theorem we need the following: 
Lemma 2.2. Let K be a distributive lattice and let S be a nonempty subset of Ksatis- 
fying the following condition : 
(2.3) x,Ax~ES j X,ES or x~ES. 
Then, any maximal element m of S, with m z 1, is a prime element of K. 
Proof. Let m be maximal in S, m # 1, and let x1 Ax,< m. Since m = (x1 Ax2) V m = 
(x,Vm)A(x2Vm), x,vmES or x,vmES, so x15m or x25m. q 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. 2 a 3 3 4 a 1 are obvious (see Proposition 1.3), so it suf- 
fices to prove 1 * 2, for every property 9. 
9= PO. Let FE E(D), F#D; then aF# 1, so there exists a prime p with aFsp. 
We define K=(G 1 GE[F(D), G>F, aosp). Since, for any chain {G,) of K, one 
has aVG, = V ac,lp, K is a nonempty inductive set. By Zorn’s Lemma, there ex- 
ists a maximal P in K. K verifies condition (2.3), for aG, AGZ = aG, A aGz Ip and p is 
prime; so P is a prime D-filter with Pa F. 
.9=gb. Let FE[F(D), FfD; then, a,#l, so there exists a maximal m, 
a,<m. Define K={GI GEE(D), GzF, ao=m}. K is nonempty because it 
tains at least the following sheaf: 
with 
con- 
V(u) * 
D(u) if ulm, 
F(u) if ugm. 
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Since K is inductive, there is a D-filter Q, maximal in K; by definition of K, %Y is 
also maximal in [F(D). 
9=.!Pc. Let FE [F(D); we must prove the equality F= APEA P, with 
A={PIPE[F(D), PaF, Pprime). 
It suffices to show that, for any u E 9 and for any YE D(U) \ F(u), there exists a 
prime P E [F(D) that separates F(u) and Y (i.e. Pa F and Y $ P(u)). If Y $ F(u), then 
p:(Y)2 U, so there exists a prime element p of 9 with u fp and pf(y)cp. Define 
K= {G 1 GE [F(D), G a F, blip}. Since the characteristic map a, satisfies the 
following conditions: 
ePG2(Y) = V?(Y) A V?(Y), 
V,VGU(Y) = v e@(Y)? 
for any chain {G,}. K is an inductive set verifying (2.3). Therefore, there exists 
PE 5(D), P prime, such that P> F but y$ P(u). 
9 = gg. First we prove 
Lemma 2.4. If LZ? is a coherent locale, then the finite elements of [F(D) are exactly 
the finitely generated D-filters, F= (xlU,,x2,, .. . ,x&, xi E D(u;), where ui is a 
finite element of LZ? for every i = 1,2, . . . , n. 
Proof. For any FE IF(D), F=VuE9,XEFC,,) (x,). Since 9 is coherent, for every 
UE_Z?!, there is a covering u=V. IEI Ui, with U; finite in 9. If XED(U), then (x,) = 
ViEI ((“~J,,), so any F can be written as F=VuEV,xEFCu) (x,), with u finite. 
Therefore, F finite implies F= (x1,,, x2,, . . . , xnun), with ui finite. 
Conversely, let F= (x,~,, x2,, . . . , x,,$ be a finitely generated D-filter, with 
Ui finite in 9 and consider F= VjCJ Fj; then F+ ( UjEJ Fj) where ( UjEJ Fj) is the 
union of the presheaves Fj. Denote by x, an arbitrary generator of F, then, there 
exists a finite covering u = ur v u2 v’.*v uk such that X]Ug E <ujEJ Fj)(vl), 15.~5 k. 
Further, for any s, there is a finite family (FjS,, FjS2, .. . , Fj,,J such that XIUs E 
(Fj,, V Fj,, V.--V Fj,,J(v,); then x, E V,k=, (Fj,, V FjS2 V...V FjsnS)(u). Since the num- 
ber of generators is finite, the thesis of the lemma follows. 0 
We must prove now that [F(D) is coherent. The top element DE [F(D) is finite since 
D= (0,) and 1~9 is finite. If F and G are finite filters, then by Lemma 2.4, 
F’= Cq,,,~2~~, . . . , x,,,,) 
Vi,j ((xivYj)u,A, 
and G= (YI~,,Y~,,~, . . . . em”,> 3 ~0 FA G = Vi, j (<Xi,, >A (Yj, 1) = 
>) (where XiVYj is the element *‘lU,Ao VyilutAu). Finally, ‘any 
FE [F(D) can be written as F= VuE9,XEFCU) (x,), u finite (see Lemma 2.4); so IF(D) 
is a coherent locale. 0 
Theorem 2.5. For B = Yd or .Ye, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) 9 satisfies 9. 
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(2) IF(B) satisfies 9, for any Boolean algebra B. 
(3) [F(2) satisfies 9. 
Proof. 2 =, 3 s 1 is obvious by Proposition 1.3. It suffices to prove 1 j 2 for any 
property 9. 
9= gd. We denote the set pt [F(B) = {P 1 PE [F(B), P prime} by Spec B, then 
[F(B) satisfies Yd if for any P,, P2 E Spec B, P, # P2 there exist F,, F2 E [F(B) such that 
P, P Fl, P2 P F2 and F, A F2 c P, for any P E Spec B. Suppose P, # P2, then we get 
one of the following two cases: 
Case I. If ap, #a,, then, since pt 9 is Hausdorff, there exist o, and u2 in 9 such 
that u1 gap,, u2 $aq and PL u, A u2 for every prime p in 9. Since P,(u,) and P2(u2) 
are proper, there exist ZEB(U~)\P~(U~) and t EB(u~)\ P2(u2). We can now define 
F, = (Z,,) and F2 = (t,,). It results F, $L P,, F2g Pz; further, for any P prime, since 
apluI Au2, we have P>F, AF,=((ZV t),,,,02 > where ZV t denotes the element 
ZI U,AU2VflU,A”*. 
Case II. If ap, = aq and P,(U) + P2(u) for some u f ap,, there exists Z E B(u) with 
z~P~(u)\P~(u) and YZEP~(U)\P~(U). If we define F,=(TZ,) and F,=(Z,), 
then Fl $L P,, F2sf P2 and Fl A F2 = ( 1,) c P, for every P prime. 
Y= PC. That proof is easy and left to the reader. 0 
3. Characteristic maps of prime filters 
It is well known that, for any p E pt 9, the corresponding locale homomorphism 
@,,: 9 -+ (0, l} produces a pair of adjoint functors 
9* 
Set c--- - Sh9?. 
0* 
If we denote by 2p the sheaf @,({O,l}), then 2p is defined by 
2#) = 
i 
{O,l} if uSp, 
(*> 
if ulp. 
Of course, 2p is a Boolean algebra. Let us define rep : Sz ---t 2,, as follows: VU E 9, 
u fp, (n,), : Q(u) + 2Ju) is 
f 
1 
(n,),(u) = 
if ugp, 
0 if v5p; 
usp, (TC& is trivial. 
It is easy to see that rep preserves A, V, 0, and 1. 
For any Boolean algebra B, we write now Spec B to denote the set of prime B- 
filters; then the following holds: 
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Proposition 3.1. The map I+V : Spec B -+ UpeptP Bool(B, 2,), defined by w(F) = 
71 aF. pF is a bijection. 
Proof. Let FE Spec B, and consider the following composite map W(F): 
WV’) 
Bqgf” 
Q 
vF preserves A and 1, and naF preserves A, V, 0 and 1. We shall prove that y/(F) 
preserves V. 
If (vF), : B(u) + Q(u), and x, y E B(u), we write 
01 = (~F>,(X)~ 02 = (9F),(Y)7 v3 = (IDF),(XVY); 
then 
XIU1 OF * (xvY)~,, EF(VI) 
y1,Wv2) =, W’~)/u~Wv2h 
SO 01503 and ~2103. Since F is prime and (XV y)I,, E F(v3), we have XIU3 E F(v3) or 
ylUj E F(v3) (Proposition 1.7(a)); this implies v35 v1 or v3 I v2, so v3 = v1 or v3 = v2 
and then, of course, v3 = I_+ V v2. 
cpF does not preserve 0. In fact, (rpF),(0) = u A a,, but (7~~~. pF),(0) = 0. So w(F) 
is a Boolean morphism. 
We define now a map 
p : u Bool(B, 2,) + Spec B, 
PcPtg 
such that p is the inverse of v/. For any p E pt 9 and f E Bool(B, 2,), p(f) is given 
by the following pullback: 
,4&f) - 1 
B-2 
f P 
p(f) is a B-filter by definition, and since aPCf) =p and p(f)(u) =f;‘(l) is prime, 
for any u fp, then p(f) E Spec B by Proposition 1.7(a). 
We show now that ,u . I,U = Idspec B. If G=~((w(F))=,LL(x,. pF), then aG=aFand 
* G(u) = (II,; pF);‘(l) > F(u) for any u gaF, since F(u) is prime (= maximal) in 
B(u), G(u) =F(u), for any U; so G = F. 
To see that 
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it suffices to prove that, for any f~ Bool(B, 2,), n,, . pG =f, where G =p (f). This 
fOllOWS by naturality Off and ao =p. 0 
4. Stone embedding 
For any V, YE Sh 9, we denote by [V, I”] the sheaf defined by K V’](u) = 
Nat( ‘ltl, “IJ. If BE Boo Sh 9 and XE Sh 9, the exponential object BX, defined 
by Bx = [A’, B] is a Boolean algebra with the canonical ( = pointwise) structure. 
When B, B’E BooSh L!?, we denote with .%?(B, B’) the sheafdefined by ZI(B, B’)(u)= 
B~ol(~I~,~‘l~). 
For any p~pt 9, we define now a natural transformation $~Bool(B,2~(~,~~)) 
as follows: 
VUELZ’, VXE B(u), (epB)u(X)i: ,~%‘((B,2,),+2,~~ is the ‘evaluation at x’, that 
means: 
VUIU, VfEBo01(~1~,~~/~), [(e,B),(x)l,(f)=f,(“l,). Let .?: B-,Q,Eptg2~(B,2p) 
be defined by (E;)~,~~ 9; then sB E Bool(B, npE rt i% ~2~(~,~“‘). 
Theorem 4.1. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) sB is an embedding in BooSh(g), for any Boolean algebra B. 
(2) LZ? is spatial. 
Proof. (2) j (1). cB is an embedding if V’ueL?, Vb, b’eB(u), b#b’, 3p prime, 
Zulu, af :BI”+2PI” with fEBo~l(~l~,~~lJ and f,(bl,)+fu(b’lo). We take u=u, 
and suppose b ss b’. By Section 3, to prove that sB is an embedding, it suffices thus 
to find a prime B-filter G such that b E G(u) and 6’ $ G(u); then the prime element 
p will be just aG. The existence of such a prime filter follows from the proof of 
Theorem 2.1 - PC’,, where F=(b,). 
(1) 3 (2). 9 is spatial if Vu,, USE 9, U,TZ:U,, there exists PE 9, p prime, such 
that u2sp and ur sp. We define a sheaf B by 
Since B(u2) > (0, l}, we can consider b,, b2 E B(u2), with bl # b2. By condition (l), 
there exists PELZ?, p prime, ~~59, u5u2, and f :Blu+2Plo such that fu(b’lu)# 
fu(b21,). Then, since u<u2 and u~p, it follows that u2$p. To prove ul<p, we 
notice that ur A usp, since B(ul A u) = (*}; then, since p is prime and u fp, it 
follows that u,sp. 0 
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